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In his first column as Kickshaws editor in February 1989, Dave Morice showed how one could construct chains of state names using their postal codes: for example, Maine contains the bigram IN which stand for Indiana, Indiana contains the bigram ND which stands for North Dakota, North Dakota contains the bigram which stands for Alaska, and so on. Recently, I realized that this is an example of a directed graph which I discussed in another context in "Directed Word Chains (Part 1)" in the August 1991 Word Ways.

A directed word graph is like a structure of one-way streets joining different cities—you can drive from city A to city B but not the reverse. Some cities can only be entered at the start of a tour, and others cannot be left once you reach them.

What does the postal union graph look like? There is a group of eight states called the core, the members of which are called insiders: any state can be reached from any other by some path inside the core. The core consists of a cycle consisting of seven states:

-north dAKota-ALaska-aLABama-louisiana-ioWA-washINGton-iNDiana-

together with the two-state cycle -wasHington-haWAii-. In addition, one can shortcut aLAaska-louisiana, and double back indiana-ioWA.

There are a large number of states that feed into the core, consisting of starters (states which cannot be reached from any other one) and preceders (states joining starters to the core). There are 20 of the former and eight of the latter (CA DE GA ME MI MO RI VA):

south dAKota
pennsylvania (also pennsylvania-virginia)
neVada-virginia
west virginia
new hampshire
north carolina (also north california)
south carolina (also south california)
wisconsin (also wisconsin-south carolina)
wyoming (also wyoming-michigan-georgia, wyoming-michigan)
oHio
miNnesota (also minnesota-michigan-georgia, minnesota-michigan)
illinois
miSSissippi-michigan (also mississippi-michigan-georgia)
However, only two of the eight insiders can be used to exit the core, and both lead at once to enders (states which cannot be exited):

alabama-massachusetts
northern dakota-oregon

The other enders are kansas, idaho, utah, nebraska and arkansas. Tennesssee, new jersey, new york, new hampshire, new mexico and maine feed into nebraska; connecticut, south dakota and south carolina into utah; maryland, maine and oklahoma into massachusetts; and florida into idaho. Florida is the state that connects with the most enders: directly to oregon and idaho, through the core to massachusetts, and to arkansas via rhode island and delaware. oregon can be reached from the largest number of other states, 38: directly from colorado, california, georgia, new york, northern carolina, norther dakota and florida, and indirectly (via the core) for the other starters and preceders mentioned previously.

Colorado is a most unusual state. It is neither a starter nor an ender, nor can one reach it from the core, or go to the core from it. All it does is connect starters (Connecticut, new mexico, wisconsin) to an ender (oregon). The name given to such an entity is a bypasser.

There are three states--kansas, texas, kentucky--that are simultaneously starters and enders (and hence isolanos).

What is the longest tour that one can make without revisiting any state? The answer is probably FL(or AZ)-RI-DE-LA-IA-WA-IN-ND-AK-AL-MA and VT(or MT)-MO-MI-GA-IA-WA-IN-ND-AK-AL-MA. And if a beginner can be linked to an ender, what is the minimum number of linking statenames needed to do it? What is the maximum value of this number, taken over all beginner-ender pairs? (This is called the span of the graph.) It seems likely that the two "farthest apart" states are the real-life neighbors vermont and massachusetts, connected by intermediate states missouri, michigan, hawaii, washington, indiana, northern dakota, alaska, and alabama.